Changes to the 2019 edition of the 1041

For the 2019 edition, the technical committee transitioned the title of the document from *Fire Service Instructor* to *Emergency Services Instructor* to better reflect the content many instructors deliver. The technical committee conducted a complete review of the job performance requirements relative to the tasks performed by an emergency services instructor. A significant change to the document identifies professional qualifications for the positions of *Live Fire Instructor* and *Live Fire Instructor in Charge*. These additional positions are a result of a joint effort with the Technical Committee for Fire Service Training to address the high hazard training environment that instructors manage and the specialized skills needed for live fire training. An annex provides an overview of all JPRs to give the document user a quick reference and comparison tool of requirements for each position. Another additional annex gives an overview of the "16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives "developed by the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation.